
meet.coop 2020 – 2023 OpenCollective balance and allocations
Allocation of collective funds at the meetcoop account at handover to the new stewards

£9.284 date 16 August 2023

Proposal: the operational members who have built up meetcoop between 2020 – 2023 have invested a lot of sweat equity (valued at over 50.000 GBP) and 
have received very humble compensations
the ops members have built up a balance at OpenCollective that should serve in part to pay unpaid wage labour of these first 3 years
at the same time all agree that it is vital that the new stewards of meetcoop are successful in continuing the services and the community, 
therefore we work for a smooth transition and make sure that some of the accumulated balance is left for the new stewards (part of the "dowry”)
we also want to make sure that the extraordinary effort of some members of the evolution team get a symbolic compensation 
as a token of appreciation for their drive to land the new arrangement

Max. claimable

Concept Beneficiary % amount Rationale
dowry WebTV + innovation.coop £4.070 initial funds from the previous team to invest in marketing and migration of servers by the next stewards
evolution Mike Hales £1.500 has been driving the evolution team between January and July 2023; and receives 500 GBP from Yves
evolution Yves Otis actively engaged with webTV to make the change happen: Yves transfers his compensation to Mike

Wouter / Free Knowledge Insti £10.184 39,7% £1.474
Melissa McNab £1.715 6,7% £248
Calix + Luke / Autonomic £178 0,7% £26
David / femProcomuns £6.127 23,9% £791
Hypha team £4.800 18,7% £791
Henning / Collocall £264 1,0% £38
Petter / Collectivetools 0,0% £0
Oliver / Opencoop £2.395 9,3% £347
Simply Secure 0,0% £0 Has contributed without compensation
Platform6 0,0% £0 Has contributed without compensation
Chris / Webarchitects 0,0% £0 Invested significant work in the 1st months, alrdy received some compensation as Founding

subtotal £25.663
SUM £9.284

NOTE: beneficiaries are free to claim up to the agreed maximum amount and 
anything left in the OC balance will be transferred to the new stewards, i.e. to enhance the “dowry”

NOTE2: this proposal, when validated by the meetcoop ops members, 
shall be executed shortly and claims shall be made to meetcoop’s OC fund within max 6 weeks after proposal validation

Balance at OpenCollective

received 
wage so far

2020-2023 
ops sweat 
equity

Wage compensations have been voted for since 2020 in the quarterly meetcoop distribution meetings until 
mid 2022. Then a fixed number of hours and compensation have been assigned for key roles. Overall the 
hourly compensation has fluctuated between 1 GBP and 10 GBP per hour. The difference between that 
and a fair wage is what we estimated as a collective sweat equity of over 50.000 GBP. At this point we can 
distribute part of the balance over the compensations granted so far to make them a bit better in retrospect. 
We don’t know the hours worked for all people + not all people asked for compensation, so the 
compensations granted is the only real indicator for work that needed to be compensated by the ops 
members. FemProcomuns and Hypha shares are averaged between them.
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